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Quantum Assurance Introductory Foreword 

By Christopher Chunnilall & Tim Spiller 

In 2021, NCSC introduced a major new approach to technology assurance in the UK. In 2022, this 

approach was applied in detail to the assurance of security products, and other relevant products 

which, because of their use, would negatively impact security if compromised.1 This new assurance 

approach is based on the provision of principles and guidance which providers of security products 

should follow in order to deliver security assurance to users and customers. Clearly, the NCSC 

strategy and approach should be applied to all security products – quantum and non-quantum, or 

systems including both.  

The purpose of these Quantum Communications Hub documents is to highlight, with comments and 

examples, particular aspects of the NCSC principles that should be considered, or expanded upon, 

for quantum security products. These Hub documents present the NCSC text verbatim, interspersed 

with identifiable comments or additions specifically focussed on the “quantum layer”, or quantum 

aspects of the products. Note that all the NCSC principles should still be followed in the quantum 

case, not just those identified for commentary. 

The new feature of quantum security products is that their security relates to hardware, with the 

physical properties and behaviour of the hardware or technology components of the products 

governed by the laws of quantum physics, which is how Nature works in the quantum domain. There 

will be non-quantum hardware and software in these products as well, but these are already 

addressed by the original NCSC principles. 

The “quantum advantage” of quantum security products is that their operation is underpinned by a 

security proof, which can be validated through measurements that evidence and verify their 

quantum behaviour. This quantum advantage is the additional and desirable feature of quantum 

security products; it is potentially very important, because (unless explicitly qualified) a security 

proof will hold into the future, even when any new quantum technologies (such as large quantum 

computers) become available. This future-proof aspect is very appealing, and potentially 

commercially advantageous.  

However, it is also important to understand that a quantum security proof is a mathematical proof, 

based on a physical model of the system.2 This model is constructed to be as accurate as possible, 

but it can neither be complete (it cannot capture every detail of the system), nor perfectly accurate 

(physical devices have imperfections, not all of which can be modelled accurately). There will thus be 

discrepancies between what is assumed in the model and the behaviour of the physical hardware. 

These discrepancies can provide so-called quantum side channels, which could be used to 

circumvent the proven security. Therefore, many of the comments and additions provided to the 

original NCSC principles text raise the important matter of quantum side channels, as identification 

and understanding of these is crucial for quantum-security-product assurance. The physical nature 

of quantum side channels implies that a newly uncovered side channel, not previously known, does 

                                                           
1 From now on, we will use the term “security products” to cover hardware, software, technologies and 
services that are supplied to provide security. Our particular focus will be quantum security products, which 
contain some quantum hardware or technology to support their security. 
2 This is fundamentally different to a security proof in conventional cryptography, which applies purely to the 
cryptography, thus requiring completely separate considerations of the technology implementation. In the 
quantum case the two are intimately linked, with the proof applying to any technology implementation 
satisfying the set of physical assumptions upon which the model is based. 
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not invalidate earlier security. However, an associated quantum security proof may then require 

improvement, for future security of the relevant product. 

To date, quantum security proofs have generally been developed and improved within an open 

scientific environment (an “open source” approach), with publications placed in the public domain. 

There is strong motivation for this approach to continue. Having such proofs open to widespread 

scrutiny means that they provide a very strong foundation for the assurance of commercial products 

that utilise them. A similar philosophy has been applied with the development of new post-quantum 

cryptography (PQC), where the new PQC candidates are open to widespread scrutiny.3 A highly 

desirable feature of conventional security is that of “universally composable security” [1]. In this 

framework, security is still maintained for a protocol composed of any set of protocols, or more 

generally when the protocol is used as a component in any composite system. Thus, security can be 

maintained in complex and uncertain environments, like the Internet. Composable security is 

similarly desirable in the quantum case. 

Conventional, i.e. non-quantum, side channels can also arise in all (quantum and non-quantum) 

secure products and services. Unintended effects (in conventional software or hardware) can leak 

sensitive information when a secure protocol is realised with actual technology (e.g. accidental 

electromagnetic radiation of secret key material by a device). These side channels have to be 

addressed for all security products. However, established methods exist for dealing with such side 

channels. Otherwise, conventional assured security products would not currently be available. 

It should also be noted that there is significant scope for improvement of quantum advantage in 

next-generation quantum security products, with the introduction of “device independence”. This 

feature will eliminate many of the current quantum side channels, along with very significantly 

simplifying assurance measurements, by making these independent of the internal physical details of 

the quantum hardware. Practical device-independent technologies don’t yet exist, but there has 

been significant research progress accompanied with experimental demonstrations of both 

randomness expansion [2] and quantum key distribution (QKD) [3-5,6]. 

In order to widely benefit from quantum advantage, it is essential that end users are not required to 

have or acquire quantum knowledge.  Assurance and certification provide this for them. 

Developers/manufacturers of quantum security products, along with service providers who deploy 

and incorporate such products into their infrastructure, will need the relevant quantum knowledge 

and understanding appropriate to their role. This distinction, between the (lack of) requirements on 

end users and the requirements on developers and service providers, is reflected in the comments 

and additions to the NCSC principles. 

The full list of NCSC principles is detailed and carefully constructed. Following these principles and 

providing evidence to support this will be a demanding task, especially for a start-up or small 

company. Quantum security products – that will very likely also contain non-quantum hardware and 

software – will increase the evidence workload requirement above that for a non-quantum security 

product. While UK companies or bodies already exist to support or aid the assurance of non-

quantum security products (and thus could be leveraged for their non-quantum aspects by 

companies producing quantum security products), such comparable support or aid does not yet exist 

in the quantum sector.  

Therefore, there is a strong case for a body being established to support (particularly small) 

companies with assurance of the quantum-specific aspects of their products.  This support could be 

                                                           
3 https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography  

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography
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provided by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), given the expertise that exists there, or 

delivered by another organisation in partnership with NPL.4 Without such a body, UK companies 

focused on quantum secure products will individually encounter a very substantial assurance 

workload to gain market entry.  
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